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Neuro Training Basics
The entire ICAN Neuro System is based in neuroscience. In this section you will learn the
basic mechanisms of the mind, enabling you to uncover and eliminate the core issues that
stand between you and your success.

Your Brain is Wired to Survive
Threat Alert!
DANGER—DANGER—DANGER

Your brain is wired to:
•
•

Survive by avoiding anything it perceives as a threat
Automate to conserve energy and make survival EASY

Avoid at all costs—anything and EVERYTHING that:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Could make you feel uncomfortable
Could threaten your acceptance in your social group
Could cause you to be required to change – creating unknown consequences
Could potentially be dangerous
Could cause physical pain or a change in your current physical state
Could cause mental or emotional discomfort
Is different or not already accepted as the norm

What might you see when this threat response gets triggered?
•
•
•

Fight—combative/resistance/aggressive/attack/blame
Flight—disappear/depressed/don’t return calls/quiet
Freeze—stuck/frozen/rationalization/excuses/confusion
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What can you do? Use your ICAN Neuro Tools to silence or soothe the fear center
•

Use calm and soothing tones and language.
“We will get through this.”
“This is normal and there is a solution.”
“This is easier than we are making it right now.”
“All is well. We will find a way.”

•

Take deep cleansing breaths.

•

Reframe the meaning of the threat response.

NEURO LINKING

Neurons that fire together, wire together. The brain is always making connections, or neuro-links and pathways.
Your brain is like a computer—all of your life experiences are in the file folders of the mind. Open a file folder or
a memory and you will also open all of the neuro-links that the brain has made. Imagine you open a file on the
memory of a humiliating singing experience from your childhood.
The brain simply links or connects one file to another. “If I can’t do this, it means I can’t do that.” All emotional
trauma, fears (real or imagined), and limiting thoughts that belong to one file are now linked to another.

What can you do to separate current links and make new, more empowering ones?
•
•
•
•

Become aware of your current links
Make a conscious choice of what you want to link instead
Use a disconnect neuro tool to sever the Neural Pathways
Use an anchoring neuro tool to create a link to something new
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Conscious vs. Subconscious

The Conscious Mind
(Tawanda)
Home of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free will
Willpower and discipline
Creative thinking and imagination
Logical thinking and deductive reasoning
Strategic planning and organizational
ability
Perception and observation
The ability to LEARN
Conscious awareness
Retrieval of relevant information and
memories
Intuition
Decision-making ability
Desire—what you want

Strengths:
•
•
•

Conscious thinking and decision-making
ability
Setting a goal and dreaming BIG
Can remember the past and imagine the
future

Weaknesses:
•
•
•

3% of power to affect change
8–10 seconds—attention span
20 seconds—short term memory
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The Subconscious Mind – Auto-pilot
(Hilga)
Home of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Belief: I CAN or I CAN’T
All automatic systems of the body
Threat alert system – FEAR center
Identity/blueprints—core beliefs
Set points
Neuro-linking/programming
Reticular Activating System (RAS)

Strengths:
•
•
•
•
•
•

97% of power
24/7 memory and focus
Thinks everything is NOW
Will execute programming perfectly every
time
Keeps you alive—keeps you on track with
beliefs
Can’t tell the difference between REAL and
imagined

Weaknesses:
•

Will follow “programming orders” even if it is
NOT good for you

Psycho-Cybernetic System
Set Point

Like a thermostat set for a comfortable temperature in your home, the control and response mechanism in the brain
keeps the body and brain in balance. Just as sensors read the temperature in a room and send an electrical signal
to turn on the heater or the air conditioner, the brain has controls that sense when we are moving out of our mental
and emotional comfort zone.
The brain senses doubt, fear, or uncertainty and sends fear messages to pull us back into a place that feels safer.
This works much like an autopilot mechanism that, once set with a destination, brings you back “on track” over
and over, even if you don’t consciously want to end up at that destination.

Psycho-Cybernetic System is the internal thermostat or autopilot for everything in your life
Set Point for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

How much success, achievement, recognition and fame you can handle
How much excess money and financial abundance you can allow yourself to have
How much wellness and vibrant health you can experience
How much happiness you can have in your relationships
How much change you can handle
How fast you allow growth and healing to occur in your life

How does it work?
•
•
•
•
•
•

You move toward a goal or desire that is outside your Set Point
Brain senses that you are moving toward the boundary of the zone
Brain identifies it as a potential threat
Brain releases threat signals with impulses to STOP forward motion
You begin to feel “uncomfortable”
You respond with self-sabotage behaviors to bring you back into “balance”
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How does it work?
The RAS/”Brain’s Bouncers” will sift through the billions of bits of information that are coming at you every
second of your life to find what you are asking for, ignoring all else.

•
•

Subconscious mind can process 400 billion bits of information per second.
Conscious mind only process 2,000 bits per second.

How does the RAS know what information to allow through to your conscious awareness?
You give the instructions every moment of the day with your attention, focus, and interest.
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Blueprint Identity
Core beliefs are a self-fulfilling prophecy. 97% of all behaviors
are automatic—driven by BELIEFS! These core beliefs define your
identity. You can’t achieve a goal that is outside of your identity.

How do you deﬁne who you are and what you
are capable of achieving?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social programming
Past experiences and personal interpretation
Personality traits and how they have been defined for you
Filters - how you see the world
Past neuro-links and habitual programming
Autopilot, limited Set Point

You have an identity or blueprints for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Abundance or scarcity
Success or failure
Confidence or doubt
Intellectual brilliance or simple-mindedness
Ease or struggle
Right or wrong
Peace or drama
Fast or slow

Design your own life blueprint:
•
•

Decide what you want
Identify what you must believe about yourself to achieve this dream

Do the work to:
•
•
•
•

Recalibrate your RAS
Redefine your Set Point
Reprogram your subconscious mind
Create new neuro-links and pathways
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MASLOW’S HIERARCHY OF NEEDS

Self
actualization:

Self-fulfillment
needs

achieving one’s
full potential,
including creative
activities

Esteem needs:

prestige and feeling of accomplishment

Psychological
needs

Belongingness and love needs:
intimate relationships, friends

Safety needs:
security, safety

Physiological needs:

food, water, warmth, rest
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Basic
needs

BUSINESS MINDSET CYCLE

Core
Beliefs

Business
Results

BUSINESS

Thoughts

MINDSET
CYCLE

Actions
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Emotions
& Attitudes

EMOTIONAL SCALE

YES
Strong

10

+6

+7

-6
-8

Positive Emotion = Moving

-10

What is the feeling?

Is it helping or hurting me?

How strong or intense is it?

What Neuro Tool will create the shift I’m looking for?
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+8

+9

+10

Bliss

+5

Passion

+4

Joy

+3

Love

Red Zone

-4

+2

Expectation

-2

+1

Appreciation

0

Optimism

-1

2

Knowing

-2

4

Confidence

-3

Green Zone

Hope

-4

Frustration

Impatience

-5

Overwhelm

Fear
-6

Doubt

Anger
-7

Resentment

Helplessness

Hopelessness

Desperation
Weak

-8

Strong

Intensity of Negative Emotion

-9

6

Weak

-10

8

Intensity of Positive Emotion

Negative Emotion = Stuck

USING BRAINWAVE FREQUENCIES  REWIRE FOR SUCCESS

HIGH BETA
MID BETA
LOW BETA

STRESS/RESPONSE/FEAR
ALERT
CONSCIOUS AWARENESS

12-27Hz

Analytical/Critical Mind
ALPHA

RELAXED
8-12Hz

THETA

DELTA

DEEP RELAXATION
(open to reprogramming)

3-8Hz

DEEP SLEEP
(subconsciousness)
less than 3Hz
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THE ICAN NEURO SYSTEM
A neuroscience-based business mindset training platform designed exclusively for
Network Marketing and Direct Sales professionals. The system includes on-demand
classes, proven “in-the-moment” neuro tools, and weekly support to help you and your
team move past mental limiters, get unstuck, and transform your business results with more
ease than you thought possible.

THE BUSINESS MINDSET TRAINING SYSTEM
FOR DIRECT SALES PROFESSIONALS

Unlimited Access to the ICAN Neuro System is available exclusively in Gold
and above ICAN Memberships. Visit icaninstitute.com/membership to learn more.
Now available through the ICAN Neuro System App!

Breathe, Focus, Flow
Creating Unshakable Confidence

LEARN IT  Neuro Training
On-Demand Business Mindset Classes help you create an awareness of your blocks and perceived limitations
and show you how these limiters are affecting your current results. You will uncover the mindset blocks responsible for
the “stuckness” or slow growth you are experiencing in any area of your business and master the strategies needed
to crush your goals.
Business Mindset Classes
•
•
•
•
•
•

ICAN Build
ICAN Start
ICAN Sell & Recruit
ICAN Overcome
ICAN Market Online
ICAN Money Mindset

DO IT  ICAN Neuro Tools
ICAN Neuro Tools are sensory-rich brain retraining techniques
designed to silence fear, erase doubt, and elevate your self-confidence
in-the-moment,
time, or =whenever
mindset blocks
ByRight Action
Lesson 5:over
Success
Right Place,
Rightoccur.
Time,
interrupting negative mental and emotional patterns and anchoring in
positive habits, these powerful tools make it easy to get unstuck, take
income-producing action, and create success with less effort and more
flow.
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THE ICAN NEURO SYSTEM
Types of ICAN Neuro Tools
1. Shift in the Now
Support for your conscious mind to create a new choice and habit
• Pattern Interrupt – hard stop of self-doubts, fears, and insecurities
• Pivot – choice point moment
• Anchor – create a power link, positive trigger, new power memory
2. Reprogram your Auto-Pilot
Support for your subconscious mind
• Repetition over time – reprogram core beliefs, patterns, mental chatter
• Shift feelings – move to the positive side of the emotional scale
• See and feel it as done – expands set-point

Breathe, Focus,
Creating
Unshakable
Flow Confidence

LIVE IT  Support Sessions
Support Sessions: Live, ongoing mentorship combined with a powerful online community provide support
and accountability throughout your journey. Every session offers you the opportunity to recharge, refocus, ask
questions, get feedback, make adjustments, and ensure you stay on track to achieving your biggest selling,
sponsoring, and rank advancing goals. All live sessions are available via replay within 24 hours.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private Facebook Group
Monday Mindset Sessions
Platinum Sessions
ICAN for Kids program
Success Center for Platinum Teams
Top 10 Training for Platinum Teams

ICAN MEMBERSHIPS
Unlimited access to the ICAN Neuro System is available
& Right
above
ICAN
Memberships.
Lesson 5: Success inside
= RightGold
Place,
Time,
Right
Action
MEMBERSHIP LEVELS

MASTERCLASSES

ICAN RANK ADVANCE TM
ICAN COACH TM
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